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U.S. Is Arming Taiwan. What About China’s Spy Base in Cuba?

By Kim Petersen, June 26, 2023

On the heels of China’s weather/spy balloon downed by a US F-22 comes a report of the
construction of a Chinese listening post in Cuba. Rep. Matt Gaetz, R-Fla., supports the Biden
administration’s  claim that  China is  setting up a spy station in  Cuba.  Gaetz calls  it  a
“stationary aircraft carrier right off the coast of Florida.”

Two Shipwrecks Reveal the State of the World

By Dan La Botz, June 27, 2023

The sinking of two vessels—the Andrianna, filled with hundreds of desperate migrants, and
the Titan, with a handful of multi-millionaires—provides a vivid picture of the world today. All
drowning deaths in the ocean are tragic, and one has to sympathize with the families who
have lost  loved ones.  Yet these events also dramatically demonstrate global  economic
inequality and injustice.

The Influence of Christian Zionism on the 1947 Establishment of the State of Israel

By Hans Stehling, June 27, 2023

The establishment of the State of Israel in 1947 and its subsequent recognition by the
United Nations has often been attributed to various factors. This report aims to shed light on
the  significant  influence  of  Christian  Zionism,  particularly  within  the  Evangelical  Christian
community in the United States,  on the support  for  the partition of  Palestine and the
creation of a Jewish state in the Arab-settled Middle East.
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No More Astana Peace Talks for Syria

By Steven Sahiounie, June 27, 2023

The Astana peace talks for Syria began in 2017 and recently met in Kazakhstan on June
20-21. It surprised many when the Kazakh Deputy Foreign Minister Kanat Tumysh called the

process over  while  saying the goals  were achieved and declared that  the 20th  Astana
meeting was the last.

Deep State Groomers Recruit Mentally Handicapped Teenager to Become a Jihadist

By Ben Bartee, June 27, 2023

The heroes at the alphabet agencies who keep us safe day and night and whose vigilance
we could never do without have been very busy recruiting mentally handicapped minors to
serve as patsies for their false flag terror attacks.

The 1998 Bombings of Two U.S. Embassies in Africa: “Terrorism, Betrayal and Resilience” by
Prudence Bushnell

By Karin Brothers, June 26, 2023

Prudence Bushnell’s book “Terrorism, Betrayal & Resilience” is an unexpected source of
stunning inside information about the 1998 bombings of the two American embassies in
Africa. Bushnell’s book, published twenty years after the bombings, attracted little notice
but it raises key questions about what the U.S. role in the bombings might have been. The
25th anniversary of these bombings is August 7, 2023.

Africa’s Contradictory Peace Initiative on Russia-Ukraine Crisis

By Kester Kenn Klomegah, June 26, 2023

South African President Cyril Ramaphosa may underestimate the widespread media attacks
inside his domain about the last round-trip intended to broker peace between two warring
former Soviet republics, Russia and Ukraine. Both shared geographical borders and down
the  years  since  Soviet’s  collapse  have  unreservedly  claimed  to  be  observing  the
international laws relating to their territorial integrity and political sovereignty as recognized
by the United Nations.
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Shots

By Michael Nevradakis, June 26, 2023

The  documents,  dated  Aug.  18,  2022,  and  marked  “confidential,”  show that  cumulatively,
during the clinical trials and post-marketing period up to June 18, 2022, a total of 4,964,106
adverse events were recorded. The documents included an appendix with further details
about the specifics about the identified adverse events.

Video: “Crimes Against Syria” Produced by Mark Taliano

By Mark Taliano, June 26, 2023

Trailer to the documentary, “Crimes Against Syria”, featuring Global Research, One America
News Network, Eva K. Bartlett, and Syrian performer, Treka.

Ukraine War: It Worked Perfectly for Russia

By Karsten Riise, June 26, 2023

Ukraine is losing the war. Everything is breaking down for Kiev and NATO. Moscow needed a
motivation  for  Kiev  and  NATO  to  go  on  fighting  their  losing  war  until  their  own  self-
destruction. And what better fake motivation to give NATO than playing to their delusions,
vanity, and hubris that perhaps Moscow would break down all by itself.
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